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[EN/EX/EJ/DE/ED/EI]

Audio Video Engineering
Prelim Question Paper

Time: 3 Hrs.]
Instructions :

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

[Marks : 100

All questions are compulsory.
Illustrate your answers with neat sketches wherever necessary.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.
Assume suitable data if necessary.
Preferably, write the answers in sequential order.

1. (a) Attempt any THREE of the following :
(i) Compare woofer, mid-range, tweeter speaker (any four points).
(ii) Why dish antenna is having parabolic shape and meshy surface? List any four
specifications of dish antenna.
(iii) Define :
(1) Aspect ratio
(2) Horizontal resolution
(3) Hue
(4) Saturation
(iv) List different lenses used in CD mechanism. State the function of each.
(b) Attempt any ONE of the following :
(i) Draw the block diagram of Color TV Receiver (PAL-D) and label it.
(ii) Explain EHT generation in colour TV with circuit diagram.

[12]

[6]

2. Attempt any FOUR of the following :
(a) Draw the block diagram of PAL-D decoder system.
(b) Draw neat labeled sketch of composite video signal.
(c) Explain working principle of LCD TV
(d) List advantages of Vaccum florescent.
(e) Describe NHK and MUSE system for HDTV.
(f) State necessity of crossover network. Draw and explain three way crossover
network.

[16]

3. Attempt any FOUR of the following :
(a) Describe the architecture of cable TV network.
(b) Draw the circuit diagram of RGB drive amplifier and describe its operation.
(c) Describe operation of Dolby A system of noise reduction.
(d) Explain CD detection technique used in CD player with a neat sketch.
(e) List TV channel allocation for band I and band III.

[16]

4. (a) Attempt any THREE of the following :
(i) Explain/Define the following terms related to TV :
(1) Hue
(2) Luminance
(3) Bandwidth for color signal
(4) Saturation
(ii) Describe interlace scanning in brief. How interlace scanning help to reduce bandwith
of video signal?
(iii) Define positive and negative modulation. State any 2 merits and 2 demerits of
negative modulation.
(iv) Compare CATV and CCTV (any four points).

[12]

(b) Attempt any ONE of the following :
(i) Compare NTSC, PAL and SECAM system (any six points).
(ii) Draw the composite video signal, label each section and define pedestal height and
colour burst.

[6]
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5. Attempt any TWO of the following :
(a) Describe the construction and working of PIL picture tube.
(b) Draw and describe the working of dB meter.
(c) Draw and describe block diagram of LNBC. List its any two applications.

[16]

6. Attempt any FOUR of the following :
(a) State principle and explain working of plumbicon camera tube.
(b) Draw delta gun picture tube.
(c) Compare MATV, CATV and CCTV (any 8 points).
(d) Describe the functions of following in Hi-Fi amplifier :
(i) Balance control
(ii) Loudness control
(iii) Bass and treble control
(iv) Quasi stable control
(e) Describe vertical resolution and horizontal resolution in brief.

[16]
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